Merit™ Series multi-view Wood-Burning Fireplaces

Multiple views and flexible
installation configurations create
brilliant, dazzling centerpieces.

CPF-38 peninsula, shown with
black bi-fold doors

CST-38 see-through, shown with
brass bi-fold doors
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The Merit™ Series wood-burning fireplaces beautifully enhance
the ambiance of any home from any angle. Consider a corner unit
(CR-3835) for a quiet retreat, the peninsula (CPF-38) for an island
installation at the end of a wall or the see-through (CST-38) for a
room divider. With a sleek look and design combined with the
stunning beauty of a real wood fireplace, any of these fireplaces
will create a dramatic focal point and offer optimal choices for
installation versatility.
CR-3835 Corner
(right or left) configuration
– left shown
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Realistic brick-patterned liner frames
the fire with the look of a realistic
masonry fireplace

Standard fuel grate, damper and mesh
firescreens

CPF-38 & CST-38 dimensions
Front View

STANDARD Features

Uses economical Security™ FTF8 doublewall, air-cooled chimney system
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CST-38 See-Through
(2-sided) configuration

Multi-view designs for the perfect fire
presentation from any angle

Top View
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CPF-38 Peninsula
(3-sided) configuration

Built-in outside air control mechanism
Top View
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Gas connection knockouts on both
sides of firebox
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Polished brass bi-fold glass doors or
twin-pane doors and fixed end panels
are required (CPF-38 and CST-38)

8-9/16"

Black or polished brass bi-fold glass
doors (CR-3835)

Framing Dimensions
Model
CR-3835
CPF-38
CST-38

Width
42-5/8"
39-1/4"
40-1/4"

Height
40-5/8"
49"
49"

OPTIONal accessories

Depth
24"
24-3/16"
24-3/16"

Black or polished brass bi-fold doors
or twin-pane brass doors (CPF-38)
Black door finish

On cover: CR-3835 shown with polished brass bi-fold doors.

Products and dealers You Can Count On
At Lennox, we understand how important it is for you to
feel comfortable at home, so we're committed to providing
you with the finest hearth products available. Choosing the
right dealer for your hearth needs is every bit as important
as choosing the right brand, and we think you'll agree that
our dealers are a big reason why you can count on getting
quality customer service when you call.

Black, polished brass or brushed
stainless bi-fold doors or twin-pane
brass doors (CST-38)
Outside combustion air kit

Polished brass door finish

Brushed stainless door finish

IMPORTANT NOTES:
As with any heating appliance, fireplace or stove, this appliance is extremely
hot during operation. Read and understand all operating instructions before
using this appliance. For further information, consult your dealer.
Actual performance may vary depending upon home design and insulation,
ceiling heights, climate, condition and type of wood used, appliance location,
burn rate, accessories chosen, chimney installation and how the appliance
is operated.
Diagrams, illustrations and photographs are not to scale—consult installation
instructions. Product designs, materials, dimensions, specifications, colors
and prices are subject to change or discontinuance without notice.
Built to UL 127/ULCS610 standards. Agency report numbers and local
approvals, including WA State and NYC, vary by model. Refer to specific
installation instructions or our website for details.
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